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on the clubs to find three ven-
dors for bids on expenditures
over $250. It would "increase
paper~'orkfouTto five times
what it- is" and ·would hope
that the $250 guideline would
~vapora.te-ffrto-tne-syS'tem.-1' .•. u
added HenUe. . - "'-"
is the reason for the prior ap- dung above $1,000 needs the
proval process." addedAylman. approvalofthe Associate Dean
According to the fiscal of Students and $10,000 and
guid~!!-~,ino~Tfortbeclubs. ~~ve requires a formal eon-
to p~cbaSe anything between. tract.
the $251 aod...$4Qi .kbey must _~__ ,.~!!!?onHerelle) President
reeeive~t~WF1iarbids..-In.. of the Day s.es.Sion .~Qe~f
the $500 to $1,000 range they Government, said" the new
need five written bids. Any- guidelines would put pressure
carl Aylman, Director of Student Activities
·CUNY Attempts to Control Clubs'S
Through New Guideli
By Rafael A. Martinez Audit issued a draft ofthe new .
. The Board of Trustees for fiscal accountability handbook
the CityUniversityofNewYork . in April and.circulated it to all
have implemented new fiscal the colleges for comment. We
guidelines affecting the way were then told that we should
student organizations plan bring all ofour operationsinto
events and spend money. compliance with the new guide-
- - -. -According·to Carl Aylman, lines, added Aylman.
director of Student Life, the "So over the summer Pam
.:changes to the CUNYbylaws, Mitchell, treasurer of the Stu-
which affect student activities dentaccounting services, and I
fees, were' probably made in startedreviewing. We changed
indirect response to the Uni- everything; signature cards,
versity Student Senate scan- club registration cards, and
dal, 'involving excessive spend- newrequestvouchers, etc."said
ing, and the City College con- Aylman.
cert stampede, which caused He added that the most sig-
nine deaths. In changing the nificant change in procedure
bylaws, new fiscal guidelines was the prior approval of pur-
had to be established. chases in excess of $250.
. "The director made the "In the past we only re-
chancellor promulgate, under quired prior approval of pur-
the bylaws, a new fiscal ac- chases over $1,500. CUNY
countability. handbook. The" guidelines reduced that toa
-last.suchhandbook cameoutin much lower level so that there
1984 with the last revision in . was a review procedure at a
1988butithasn'tsubstantially much earlier point in the pro-
changed since the 1984edi- cess," said Aylman.
tion,"said Aylman. "The key thing to all of this
. The handbook contains the is that there' is a desire and
rules on how clubs and student intent that better communica-·
". ··_·····organtzatibns tIn oaghoat the -tions-(-between ~4eBtsi-~-"
. 'school spend money ana set up' ministration, andseeurityjgo
events. on all over the college about
CUNY's office of Internal events that are going on which
DespiteBudget Cuts, Enrollment Hasn't Changed
Thomas McCarthy,Dlrector of EnrolJement Services and senior Registrar
By Kathryn Garcia
Enrollment for the Fall
1992 semester at Baruch in-
creased by 2.5 percent in total
new students, despite a tuition
increaseanda $4.5 millionbud-
get cut, which decreased the
amount of available courses,
adjuncts and administrators.
Of the 15,291 students at-
tending Baruch, 3,316 ofthem
arefreshmen and transfer stu-
dents, and compared to Fall
1991 figures, which makes it
only a difference of 86 stu-
dents.
According to Thomas P.
McCarthy, director of enroll-
rnent services and senior Reg-
istrar, registration went well
this year, until the last two
weeks offreshmenregistration.
"Freshmen had a more dif-
ficul t time registering, because
by the time they came to regis-
ter the numberofavailable sec-
tions were fewer in the School
-
of Liberal Arts." istrators and aids to less than
Overall, there are 200 six. "The result of this means
fewer sections available this thatthere is less stafffor stu-
year than last year., But the dent counseling and less staff
lack of sections or the cuts in to organize the schedules and
the sections were handled, con- attend to the companies that
veyed McCarthy. "President come here to recruit," accord-
Matthew Goldstein was able to ing to Richard Brody, Director
makea-(railablesomeadditional of Career Services.
fundingtoaddinsections,"said The increase of tuition has
McCarthy. also broughtan increase in the
In addition several sections number of deferments, up by
were doubled, classlimits were 20 percent, which according to.
raised and "jumbo sections," McCarthy was "across thespec-
which include about 80 stu- trurn,"
dents in a class, were created. Mohua Makhopadlyay,
The Faculty Lounge on the 5th freshman, says "I spent four
floor of 155 East 24 St. was and a half to five long and
turned into a classroom to strenuous, hours," registering.
handle the "jumbo" sections. "Why prepare your schedule at
McCarthy believes that the home? I revised my schedule 3
budgetcuts were "very drastic" times. I thought it would be
in·terms of:the decrease in ad-. less strenuous,"
ministrators. "The·num1?er of . Linda Lim, also a fresh-
students hasn't decrea:sedbut . man, deseribesregistratien as,
tbere are fewerj)eople todo the "a pain in the ass." She says
. same amount of work," . she spent "six long hoUrs" in
The 'Office of Admissions, line only to chanU her sched-
. Financial Aid and Registrar ule six different times.
lost a total.ofnine people. And -
the Oftiee.Of Career Services,
whichp1aeesBaruchgraduates Ted Turner To Visit Baruch-
- in the .work-foree, has been. Story on page 3
gradually cutin the last few

















this health care package. He ~
points out that "America is the ~
only industrialized nation in 50
the world, aside from Sotlfu U;
Africa, who doesn't have na- ~
tional health care."
He says that he is "run-
ning for pedJtle to see that
Democrats don't get anything
done. He also states that his
and the NAP's long time goal is
"to break up' the Democratic
party." Ifnot elected.Friedrnan
says he will continue to write
as well as being political be-
cause he is "dissatisfied with
the world."
"H~. was great;' says
Marie-Anneza St. Pierre, a se-
nior. "I was sorry to see him
leave. He was one ofthe great-
est professors I ever had."
Toby Wise, the secretary
in the Speech Dapartrnent,
says, "he was a very nice per-
son." p
Professor J ana O'Keefe
Bazzoni, Friedman's colleague
.expressed shock upon hearing
ofhis political life, but said "he
was a silent, effective pres-"
ence."
Aside from being a profes-
sor and nouveau poli tician,
Friedman is the managi ng edi-
tor ofthe National Alliance, an
actor and a playwright.
.,: ,.... » .' .
NeXflsSlle: September 22






Carl Spielvogel', Ch a I r mana n d CEO
Spie v 0 Sf e I Bat es ·W 0 rid wid 8, Inc.
The 42 year old Friedman
says that, if elected, he will
fight for rent control, educa-
tion, heal th care and a police





come to a stand
. still."
claims of police brutality.
Friedman says that the
government is "driving young
people out ofschool. Ifwe had
an independent, human needs
will corne first. Cuomo built 22
new prisons. If we built new
schools we wouldn't need pris-
ons."
"The Democrats and Re-
publicans ruled this country
for over 150 years, they only
represent the people who' get
them elected. We need a multi-
party because the two parties
.have come to a stand still."
Friedman, who has a B.A
.from Fordham University and
an M.A. and Ph.D from the
University of Wisconsin, says
he would support a national
referendum on health care and
that abortion be included in
J ." ,. .~ • _ .:- ... II _ _ ... ~ - .•.-. •
that students get the same
education at Baruch than they
would at a $20,000 per year
institution. At that, Goldstein
promised the audience that he
will "try to keep a lid on tu-
ition," and that he is "commit-
ted to stop thi-s growth."
Half-way through the cer-
emony, a documentary by a
Baruch . alumnus, Philip
Gittleman, class of '54, was
shown.: The documentary dis-'
playedformer and currentstu-
dents discussing what Baruch
hasoffered and done for them.
Mohus. .Makhopadhyhay,
freshman, says, "It was very
interesting. It made me real-
ize thatlwaslucky tobeat the
college. I likedth~whole thing,
especially the film."
of Backer Spielvogel Bates
Worldwide, Inc.
Underhisleadership,BSBW .
has become one of the largest
marketing communications
companies in the world with-,
167 offices in 50 count~e.san"d..~.
an estimated annual bill .~ .
$5 billion. . .
~.~,
ts New Freshmen
and pro-choice party, uses psy-
chotherapy sessions/mind-con-
trolling techniques to retain
members. "It's not true, it's
silly'," says Friedman, whohas
been with the NAP since 1983.
He says that these rumors are
being spread by "Chip Berlay,
a political research assistant
funded by the Democratic
Party." -
Friedman feels that both
the Democratic and Republi-
can parties are "run by rich
white men," and that people
"have to break the monopoly."
. ..,He also feels that "especially
, ~after Perot, independent [can-
~didates] should continue," to
__~~e~_p'~blic office.
~. "Most politicians are fi-
-gnanced bypolitical packs and
~other big businesses in expec-
.'~ 2.18tion [that] they will receive
.~ 3 favors when elected. I don't
expect to take moneyfrom any-
one except those in the dis-
trict."
, The district is a diverse
one, it includes Hell's Kitchen,
the Manhattan Towers, Cen-
tral Park, the Village and even
extends to the 26th Street
Building of Baruch. The eth-
nic mixture of the district is
also div~. Although it's
mainly white, 70 percent, there
are other races such as His-
panics and Afro-American, In-
dian, and Asiain-American.
The financial stability of these
peop'le also varies.
..'" ~ ...: .. '6 .. • ... ~...
Johnson, also reinforced
Ooldstein's point in saying "If
you do your part, we'll do our."
He also pointed out the finan-
cial strains that have come
about due to the budget cuts.
ButhereassuredstudentSthat
tutors and col.lnsel~rs would
still be available to them.
.Herelle focused on extra-
.curricular activities. He said
that there are many clubs to
join,butthatstudents' primary
'activity.shouldbe theirstudies. ,
Skateher, who is now at-·
tending Columbia University,
drew the most laughs from the
crowdregardingherescapades
as a freshmen.
She also said that a public
education does not mean. an
inferior one. She pointed' out
first in a semi-annual series of
high- profile speakers expected
to draw audiences from the
city's business community as
well as students, faculty and
alumni of the college. .
Spiel vogel is a Baruch alurn-
nus who worked ·offor "The
New York Times". as its first
advertisingand maiketingcol-
umnist. Helater left the Times
to become chairman and
Gottfried.
In his platforin, he states
that he is pro-choice, supports
national health care and op-
poses the death penalty.
Freidman says that he,
"hadn't been planning to run, I
was asked to run byFulani."
Lenora Fulani is the chairper-
son ofthe NAP, as well as their
1992 Presidential.eaiididate.
It is rumored that the NAP,
which is a black led, multi-
racial, pro-sociol'isu, pro-gay
By Farah Gehy
The annual Freshman Con-
vocation, Baruch College's of-
ficial welcometoit's newmem-
bers, was held on Thursday,
September 3.
The auditorium was-semi-
filled with new freshmen wait-
ing to be greeted of President
MatthewGoldstein, the Deans,
some heads of departments;
Simon Herelle, Presidentofthe
Day Session Student Govern-
ment and Alisa Shackter, the
1992 valedictorian.
Goldstein, the first ad-
dressee, welcomedthe students
'and said "Baruch made the
right choice in selecting you,
you made the right choice in
selecting us."
Dean of Students Samuel
Baruch Welcomes
, .
:.~", ..... ' •• ~ ...... r
By Rafael A. Martinez
Ted Turner, the
cabletelevisionmogul, will hold
a lecture on "Looking at the
Future" in the Baruch College
23 Street auditorium on Sep-
tember 24, at 12:45 p.m.
Turner's Speech will inau-
gurate The Carl Spielvogel Lec-
ture Series on Global Market-
ing Communications.
Turners lecture will be the
MediaMogul;-Te(rTtIrner~To·
Visit Baruch
Former Baruch Professor Running For
State Legislature
B] Farah Gehy
Daniel Friedman, an ex-
adjunct in the Speech Depart-
ment, is running for State As-
sembly of the 64th District,
which runs from 16th-67th
Street from Lexington to the
HudsonRiver on theWestSide;
Friedman, who taught at
Baruch from 1986 through the"
summer of 1992, is running as
a Democrat, as well as an Inde-
pendent, backed by the New
Alliance Party, against, Dick
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.The English department is sponsoring two clubs for English as -a
second ~
language students. The Writing Club will give students an opportuni
ty to write~
about things they are interested in, while improving their English. Th
e club will -a.




The second club is the Conversation Club. This club will give students a c
hance
to improve their grammar, vocabulary and understanding of America
n culture.





What: Resume writing techniques
When: September 1 ~ ,1992
Where:-155E. 24th Street R7n.114
, .'
New Dean i ...~
School·
-4o








a comes into Baruch as Dean of.the School of
om Hong Kong University, an M.A. in Education and
~~I1r~ppliedLinguistics from Columbia University. She brings wi
th
her xperienceofhaving been a consultant to bilingual education
programs
in New York City and teaching English as a Second Language to students of
diverse backgrounds in varied educational settings. She has also pres
ented
workshops on language, reading, and multicultural education.
, .'
.
The Na~ona1Accounting Honor Fraternity
Women of Color Network
Meeting
•
The Women of Color Network which consists of student, faculty an
d staff,
invites you and challenges you to come out and make a difference.
Come prepared to voice your opinions and to make "suggestions on ho
w we as
Wornen of Color can make a positive difference at Baruch:
Date: Sept: 17, 1992
Time: 1:00-2:30
Place: 22nd St. Admin Lounge Rm
Try It! Get Involved!
• Receive academic recognition
• Become a lifetime member
• Enhance your knowledge ofcurrent issues regardlngthe profession
• Find out the latest informaton concerning the CPA exam
• Free tutoring services
To Join Now Call
(407) 722-2642
,/
$12.50 mo. Family of Four
$7.08 mo.. Individual
CUNY Number





A 100% Acceptance.Regardless of
Age or Pre-exlsnngCondnions.
A Guaranteed Renewal!
A Providing Unlimited Coverage!
Fulbright Grants Application
Deadline Approaching
The 1993-94 competition for Fulbright andother grants for graduate stu
dy will
close October 31, 1992. Applicants must be U.S. citizen at the time ofappli
cation
and must generally holda bachelors degree orits equivalent before the
beginning
date ofthe grant. Except for certain awards, candidates rnay not hold a
Ph.D. at
the time ofapplication. Applications and informationmay be obtained f
rom the
college or university Fulbright Program Advisers or the Institute ofInte
rnational
Education (809 United Nations Plaza NY, NY, 10017). No applications
will be
sent out after October 15, 1992. .
Anyone interested in volunteering in the Bill Clinton campaign call: B
randon
Mitchell from Columbia University at (212) 586-2224 or at the campa
ign head-
quarters (212) 888-1992.
Math Lab Needs Tutors
.
The Baruch College Library is holding its first annual book give away t
hrough




Book Give Away at the- Library
I
Clinton Campaign Wants You!
The results of the 1992 Standard & Poor's survey of 70,000 top executi
ves are
in, and CUNYis once again in first place among college and universities
thathave'
granted undergraduate degrees to alumni who have become corporat
e leaders.
CUNY rose to the No.1 position in the last survey in 1990, displa
cing Yale
University, which had been the leader since 1980. The largest n
umber of
corporate respondents in the S_& P survey listed their position as
president,
Because of the tremendous demand, .






The math lab is looking for tutors this semester. Students with good m
ath and
. communication skills can apply immediately! For further informatio
n, call (212)






rry the BA II PLUS and
BA-35-at your local TI
retailer, And start working






To 'be even smarter, you
need a BA II PLUSTM now,
before assignments pile up.
It's designed especially for
business professionals. The
kind you're-going to be.
Naturally, the BA II PLUS
has basic business functions
like tirne-value-ot-monev,
Plus, it delivers much more.
'Cash flow analysis 'for in-
ternal rate of return (IRR).
Net present value (NPV).
Bond calculations. Depreci-
ation. Advanced statistics.
Also have a look at the
BA-35. It's our most afford- .
able model for time-value-
.of~money, and even handles
one-variable statistics.
nlf'rademark of Texas Insrrurnenrs Incorporated



































The academic slaves fail to
realize that the information
that they are receiving is si-






not as easy a question to an- CJ
swer as you might think. My ~
CD
first thought was to turn to the -
dictionary. Here is what to
Websters Unabridged dictio- ~
nary had to say: " a person who
expresses moderate views,
opinions, doctrines, etc., espe-
cially in religion and politics."
How's that for a circular defi-
nition? Next I turned to the
card catalogue. There is cer-
tainly no shortage of books on
.our two favorite ideologies.
Everybook was listedfrom Lib-
eralism: Ancient and Modern
to The Conseruatioe Craek-Up.
waslisted, butnothingon mod-
erate politics. Even books of
famous quotations, which pro-
vided me with Bierce's cynical
little gem, were of no help.
Finally, I cam-e across an
interesting little dictionary .
compiled by William Safire
entitled The New Language of
Politic»: a Dictionary ofCatch-
words, slogans & Political Us-
age, Lo and behold, there it
was in black and white, six
whole paragraphs dedicated to
explaining the meaning and
history of the term moderate
in the American political vo-
cabulary from Eisenhower to
Johnson to Goldwater.
So here is the Satire defi-
rrition of moderate: " .. .posi-
tioned slightly to the left of
center; a word more accept-
Continued on page B
have never accomplished any-
thing in their short lifetime,
thus discouraging them from
the very beginning to use all of
th~rpotentialin~hool.~s
is done by failing to mention
the high state of 'knowledge
and civilization that their
forebearers eiljoyed since the








the American body politic.
In the end, both conserva-
tism and liberalism are use-
~
' extreme ideologies.
brose r Bierce summed up
e difference between liberal-
ism and conservatism bril-
liantly, if somewhat cynically,
in The Deoil's Dictionary "
Conservative: a statesman who
is enamored of existing evils,
as distinguished from the Lib-
eral, who wishes to replace
them with others." However,
the solution for the perplexed
voter is not cynicism, but mod-
eration. It is time to turn to a
more moderate, practical
brandofpolitics in ourattempt
to answer the challenges that
confront our nation.
The only question is what
exactly is a "moderate?" this is
brains in return. Each one is
taught to specialize in a par-
ticular field of knowledge and
base his or her future in it.
Corporate slavemasters will
then pool all the mental and
physical resources oftheir sub-
jects together to produce goods
and services to the public.
They, unlike their laborers.r--
receive a real education and
know what it takes to prosper
in modern society. In order to
keep the wealth among their
family and kin, they support
an education system that
teaches their slaves what to
think instead of how to think.
The fact of the matter is that
upongraduation, the academic
slavesforget mostofthe things
that they learn in college; they
cannot relate what they are
being forced to memorize to
the daily struggles of their
lives. The only knowledge that
they are usually able to retain
are facts that are related to the
career that they choose, and
even then, they only remem-
ber enough to survive in their
field. So the academic slaves
will always be forced to work






By Shameek Supreme Allah
Observe them sitting in the
classrooms with their minds
fixed on the words ofthe pro-
fessor. As hard as they try to
concentrate, they cannot keep
the problems of living in op-
pression from flowing into their
minds. This mental conflict
prevents them from properly
engaging in the memorization
oflarge amounts ofdata, a pro-
cedure deceptively known as
"receiving an education." Yet
after twelve years or more of
undergoing this process, they
are barely able to use the bulk
'of what they learned to get
themselves out of their condi-
tion. Although an alarmingly
growing number of them get
discouraged and drop out be-
fore they reach college, a per-
sistent few remain in school in
the hopes of following their
counterparts who have ac-
quired a skill.
These poor victims are none
other than theacademicslaves,
unwitting subjects to an insti-
tution that takes their time,
labor, and money, and gives
them crumbs ofinformation to
store in their trouble-filled
s a omean irn-
ent in presiden-
:'111.,a paigns. In the ~a8
ntest, then Vice President
George bush adroitly turned
the term "liberal" into a politi-
cal attack word, its negative
connotation rivaling that of
"communist." Bush succeeded
not only in the political de-
struction of his democratic op-
ponent, Governor Michael
Dukakis, but in the banish-
ment ofthe word "liberal"from
the political lexicon. "Liberal
has been replaced by "progres-
sive" as the label of choice by
those of the leftist persuasion.
Whichever term ischosen, how-
ever, a leftistby any othername
is still a leftist, and is still
unacceptable as a presidential
candidate to the vast majority
of the American public.
On the other end of the
political spectrum we have the
conservative, a.k.a.the right
winger. Conservatism saw its
ascendancy with the election
ofRonald Reagan in the eight-
ies. However, the growing in-
fluence of the religious right
and the radical right in the
conservative movement has
made many Americans uncom-
fortable, and I believe, right-
fully so. Pat Buchanan's little
tirade at the Republican Na-
tional Conventioncertainly di~
not calm &1y jitters nerves in
The opinions expressed on the Op-Ed pages are those of the Individual writers, and
do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Ticker editorial staff. The Ticker
accepts only tYpewritten and signed opinion pIeCes of not morethan 750 words from
Baruch College students. Publication ofOp-Eds iscontlngent upon an editorial board
vote. Letters must be no more than 350 words and signed. Names will be withheld
.i~ -' : #<#.IIJ.;J· . < r • .'-;.' ;, .-" ..'\IP9P. ~6d EdIlar~~q,i~:.f~.i* §~~u~~j.·~~~
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Thank you,
Daphne Leroy
Vice President, Day Session Student Government
_. _... --- ------- - ..
Greetings From the Top
To the Editor
As Vice President of the Day Session Student Government I. '
would hke to extend a warm welcome to you all. I wish Baruc '
newcomers a successful stay at this college. Take it fro
you survived registration, you can make it throug
experience. Also, sincere thanks to all students
voting power during May's student elections.
yours and thanks to you President-elect Simon "h IS hour".
In .fact, voter turnout was more than triple the number of the
pnoryear.
To the Class of '93, we've come a long way. The time is finally
arriving to leave Baruch with a bang! Ifany graduating senior
would like to work on Senior Affairs please contact me at DSSG.
Let's work together to make our Senior year the best ever.
As students, we can mold the year ahead intoa memorable one.
Together, we can shine through a storm of tuition increases,
budget cuts and slashed club hours. Unity can be created by
bringing clubs on campus closer together. Baruch of 1992-93
will be differentand DSSG will lead the way towards change.How
will DSSG be different? Well, I know you've been told time and
time again to let your student voice be heard. The difference is
that from now on DSSG will listen. Feel free to call Simon or
myself at the DSSG office (212/387-1185) with any questions,
concerns or ideas. You can even drop a line in DSSG's mailbox
(located in the Student Activities Office).
We also look forward to speaking with you one on one to better
represent you, the student body, to the college and university
community. Comein and visit the DSSG officein room 409 ofthe
Student Center where Government meets every Thursday dur-
ing club hours. I welcome you to join us and see how your vote
works for you. You see, without you there is no DSSG.
So, let's make vital use of this chance for change. It's time to
show what we can do for the next year. Good luck this Fall and
remember that Students United Shall Never Be Defeated. Peace.
Students, Reach Out And Vote!
1\
To the Editor
This election year will mark the 20 year anni versary of the
26th Amendment. This Amendment states that citizens 18 years
and older have the right to voice their opinions at the polls.
But since the passage of that law, we as young voters have not
been exercising our right. Twenty years ago, people younger
than we are, fought in the Vietnam war. They gave their lives
for our country. Today we don't even give our votes for the
country.
In the 1990, the number of college students registered to vote
was 53.4 percent. But not even all of those registered students
vote.Tn the last election only 28.1 percent of registered voters
attending college went to the polls and voted. If we had sent all
our student voters to the polls, this country would have vastly
different laws. In the past ten years our student financial aid has
been cutandour student federal grants have turned into student
federal loans. Issues that directly affect our lives are being
decided without our input.
So do these percentages prove that as students we are apa-
thetic? Does it suggest that we are not educated? Or does it
imply that we are actually satisfied with the state ofour country,
our environment, our health care, our foreign relations? Or does
it just mean that we don't care about our future and the future
that our own children might encounter?
As a student? I know that I do care, and I know that my friends
and those around me care about the future as well. I think our
numbers have been poor only because, as new voters, we do not
always realize the importance of our vote and because the
process of registering and voting is at first very confusing.
Registering to vote automatically assumes that we will take the
responsibility to find out how, where, when and for whom we
must vote.
I am writing this letter in hopes of reaching students every-
where and encouraging then to register to vote. Register in the
state of New York, and vote in the primary on September 15,
1992. Find out who is your representative and see how he orshe
is handling issues and concerns that will affect your life in New
York Educate yourself as to who the contenders are for the
Senate seats in New York, because come November 4-the day
after the election-these people will be making the laws and the
rules you will have to endure.~
Lets show the United States d all th government officials
that the student vote is the vote at - decide in '92.
Lucy S. Roberts
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___~15,291 Points Of Light
E G . h h.I .
Q) reetingseveryone, and welcome back toa new year ofpoorstudent services and overloaded classes. This year, t oug ,]S going
a to be worse for everyone. Enrollment has increased by 25 percent in total new students while the college has lost $ 4.5 million in
~ funding compared to last year.
The decrease in funding and the increase in students has already led to jumbo classes of 80 students, 200 fewer sections, and
cuts in stafffor career counseling and admissions. These cuts will lead to longer waits for students who need to speak to their
counselors or who need to get their transcripts. .
The administration is making an attempt to ease the students' suffering, as evidenced by President Matthew Goldstein's
allocating of funds to retain some sections. Too bad, it was only a very small drop in extremely deep bucket.
Now, the only thing left to do is for students to man the life rafts, because the S.S. Baruch is sinking fast and the faculty and
administration have their own life preserver's, with union labels, while we students have only our voices.
The whole idea of coining to college is to graduate and get a career. Yet, all the student services are so understaffed that it's
every student for his or her self.
We can't let that happen. We owe it to ou~lves to defend what we pay for and that money doesn't only come from tuition but
from our taxes as well. We need to take full advantage of the limited resources at our fingertips and, to the best of our ability, we
must contribute to those resources were possible. For some people that means joining clubs. For others it means getting involved
with organizations like Helpline, student government, or The Ticker.
The goal is to build our own support systems so that we no longer need the decimated programs that have obviously failed us.
This we can all do.
•
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..THAT'S THE PRESloeNrS 'VISION -naNG',




























Are you' f6okrng"for"'(3' bettei'-place~ to
live, maybe a better neighborhood?
Or maybe something more
affordable? Are you ready to get
that first apartmen1 and move out of
mom's house? We know you are
and can help you. We offer the
Baruch Community all Real Estate
services. Best deals in rentals and
sales in all boroughs. Co-ops,.
condos, houses, we can help you.
with any Real Estate need you
have.
Co-ops starting in the mid-30's.
1 Fam. Housel 6 Br upper Bronx
near Wh'ite Plains, A steal. Corne
see us.
For more information contact John
E. Camacho in Room 409 of the
.Student Center. (Independent










For more information call Captain Sammel or
_Lieutenant _Buckioqh'am- .at, (516..), 22a~3-682.•..
I •
;Currently Pilot and Ground Officer openings exist for
: college students and graduates.
Informal interviews will be conducted on
Monday Sept. 14, lo-2PM






. Conti'!ued from page 7 from the mud ofoppression, so •
dawn of history. they increase our tuition to ~
Public education focuses keep us away from the class- The Poliet I- CS 0 f ConfoS I- 0 n -g
. solely on the accomplishments rooms. For those ofus who can 3
of Caucasians and the sup- afford it, they cut services dras- g
posed indestructible greatness tically to frustrate our studies By Massimo S.-Salerno '. . Republicans will tend to i deo- the Republicans, has been less ~
ofWestern'civilization (which and entice us to give up. They, Once again it's time to elect logically migrate toward each taxes, less government. "Read .....
is of course 'ruled by Cauca- unlike most of US, understand someone that will decide our other on some issues.. The my lips, no new taxes," prom- ~
sians). The victims of such that knowledge is power, so fate for the next four years. Democrats will metamorphose ised President Bush in 1988. N
misleading teachings subcon- they monopolize knowledge to . Will it be Governor Billrspend intomoderate-Liberals and the The Democratic liberals mas-
sciously draw the conclusion retain their power. to no end" Clinton, or will it be Republicans into moderate- querading around as moder-
thatiftheyhaveneverachieved President George "I'm no Conservatives. Republicans ateswill have you believe they,
anythingin the past, then they "Publi.c longer a wimp" Bush, and Democrats will talk about stand for strategic taxing.
have no reason. to believe that Unfortunately, after seeing shedding their policies of Clinton says he will increase
they would do so in the future. education the Will RogersFollies in New laissez-faire capitalism and taxeson incomes over $200,000
Having been thus mentally fi York and the Coronation at welfare economics, respectably. and cut taxes on the middle
defeated, the academic slaves ocuses solely the OK Corral in Houston, the class. He also wants to provide
must undergo several hours of on the choice in November remains money for'education and re-
lectures in which different pro- precarious. "Clinton says he education for displaced workers.'
fessors bombard their brain accomplishments The Republicans will have Yet core Democratic philoso-
cells with so much data that •.f' you believe that the Democrats will i~t\eaSe phy has always been to tax,
they simply memorizewithout OJ will tax you drunk and spend . -' . spend and increase govern-
truly understanding the na- Caucasians " you sober, while the Democrats - ."'. n ment in our lives.
ture of or the relationship be- ••• will tell you that the GJ)i· ..;t: X . ' The budget deficit is the only
tween these data. The only (Grand Old Pa~y)...... ' ...... omes .over issue both parties are in agree-
thing that is on their mind is Once fr~dfrom the shackles you unem,"~~ - mente Both agree it needs to be
passing midterms and finals. of academic slavery, we must pre~ ~ - ~- $200,000 and reduced. President Bush has
As future beastsofburden, they seize theeducational whipfro~.~..Jt wav- stated that he will fight for a
are only absorbing what they the slavedrivers and centro and blue cut taxes on the clause on our tax returns which
need to know so that the edu- our own education. Kno s on the sidelines enable us to help in the budget
cated slavemasters can use edge is out there for those of e saying Bill, Hillary, middle class. " trimming process. By check-
theirsubjects'rnind and hands who really want to learn; b orge and Barbara are deca- ing a box on our returns, we
for their own purposes. we must search for it and be " dent and offer nothing for you. will be authorizing 10 percent
We must wake up and face able to analyze the informa- Old Ross will tell you to vote In order to choose among the of our income taxes to go to-
the gun barrel.' Those in power tion that we find. It is then up for him even though he is no two, one must know where the ward budget reduction, possi-
are able to remain in their po- to us, the college graduates, to longer running, -even as an other stands on specific issues. bly up to $50 billion a year. A
sition because they possess the bring back to ouryounger gen- undeclared candidate. Yet there are only a few real neat way of saying to the vot-
knowledge and the mechanics eration the skills that we have The Republicans and Demo- issueseach party has been spe- ers "you all should have a say
of modern society. They un- acquired in our studies. We crats are aboutas ideologically cific about or cares to be. in reducing this dilemma since
derstand the big picture drawn can then build a foundation for similar as the North and South Republicans have tradition- we, the representatives you
by the information of the vari- our own economy and defend poles are neighbors. Yet as ally been the party that advo- voted for, created it but are
ousacademicdisciplines,while ourselves from the exploiters election day arises, both par- cated free markets, less gov- not competent enough to
giving us fragments of this of the masses. Only then can ties will try to be many and all ernment regulation and do it ourselves."
knowledge and calling it "edu- we truly be independent and things to all-voters. It is even ;smaller government. The This may actually work.
cation." They see that some of have a prosperous future. likely that both Democratsand Jeffersonian credo, adopted by Continued on page 1'2
I,
, I
term? Ifanything, it is the pro-
lifers who endorse reproduc-
tive freedom, at least from the
kid's pointofview. Calli t what
it is- a tough choice about
whether or not to terminate a
pregnancy.
Murder? That's debatable.
Consider this: most people who
are villified by the left wing as
rabidly anti-choice would ac-
cept a woman's right to choose
in cases of rape and incest.
Only the callous and insensi-
tive, a small minority in this
Continued on page 12
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as a women's issue, men are
needlessly alienated.
And, by the way, abortion is
not "reproductive freedom."
Who the hell came up with that
/
pre gnancy and marriage.
What woman gets married by
herself? What woman gets
pregnant by herself? The man
involved is entitled to his view
when a woman, his wife or girl-
friend, is considering an abor-
tion. She should not be left to
make the decision by herself.
Who would want to?
With this right, the man has
a corresponding responsibil-
i ty- to be there for the woman,
support her, guide her and,
most importantly, not to leave
heralone. Bylabeling abortion
By K.C. Sierra
Is it possible to love God and
still legally support the prac-
tice ofabortion? Well, yes, but
to be honest, it can wear out
the mind.
The first action that must be
taken by the thinking person
is to eliminatetheoutrageously
false rhetoric that makes
people on both sides of this
volatile issue so difficult to tol-
erate.
Abortion is not a women's
issue. That's first. Abortion is




as the conservative label. The
Republicans/conservatives,
however, are notconvinced.Tn
an attempt to replay the 1988
campaign, the Bush camp has
branded Clinton a liberal in
disguise. As evidence, they
cite Clinton's plan to invest in
America. In his acceptance
speech, President Bush tried
to portray Clinton as a tradi-
tional tax and spend liberal:
Governor Clinton and Con-
gress know that you have
caught on to their lingo. They
know when theysay 'spending'
you say 'oh.oh'. So now they
have a new word, "investment."
My only reply is :that Bush is
speaking nonsense. Any busi-
ness student worth his salt
should understand the differ-
ence between spending and
in'. r stmerit. Once you spend
money, it's gone forever. When
you investmoney, however,you
get a return on your money in
'the future. For example, when
the government spends money
to bailout the S&L's, that
money is gone forever. (That
does not mean that I think the
governmentshould notbailout
the S&L's, but the fact is that'
.money isgone forever.) On the
other hand, if the government
invests in improving the
nation~infrastructure,forin­
stance, the economy will ben-
efit from increased productiv-
i ty, resultingin more economic
growth, and ultimately in in-
creased tax revenue.
Clinton understands this,
Bush does not. Who do you
want as the next president, an
out of touch conservative, or a
responsive moderate? The
choice isyours, somake sure to






~ Old Game .God Help These Foolish People
~ Continued from page 7 ....
mable to conservatives than lib-
Ci> eral , more dynamic than
~ middle-of-the-reader. By the
~ late fifties, moderate had es-
g. tablished a centrist meaning,
en weighted slightly liberal. Still
confused? Me too. After a little
more thought, I decided that
you can't define moderate in
the abstract, but I did devise a
little test for moderation in the
real world of politics. If the
conservatives consider a can-
didate a liberal, and the liber-
als call that same candidate a
conservative, then we have a
moderate candidate.
For the 1992 presidential
race, the candidate who passes
the Caplan Politically Moder-
ate- Test is Bill Clinton. As a
member of the Democratic
Leadership Council, Clinton
worked torecapture the Demo-
cratic party from the
progressives (a.k.a. left
liberals)who veered the party
way to the left in the 1960's.
Clinton's DLC credentials as
well as his support for capital
punishmentand workfare have
earned him the scorn of the






































Vietnamese Student Association 312
WBMB . .-.•...........................................................BL15
Ticker ......................................................•.......................301-F
Turkish Club ~ 425
The Reporter 521
WBMB BL15
West Indian Cultural Club 407
Evening
Black Leadership through Action Collectiveness and Knowledge
(B.L.A.C.K.)
Evening Accounting Society alternate Fridays Student Ctr.
Jewish Student Organization
.Teachers of Tomorrow ~~' · 1604
Sigma Alpha Delta · alternate Fridays




Korean Graduate Student Association 1862
Public Administration Club .
1992-93 ~~ .
. e.- _....•..............•...•...•...•...•.........•.•.........._ ~ .
.....: -xc
~~~~~~ Student Clubs and Organi- Evening and Graduate Check the list for the ones ~@;~
j~j~~ zations span a wide range of Clubs meet at various that interest you and attend jj~~i
.~~~~~~ interests. There is some- times. Call 447-3138 (Eve- a meeting! ~~~;~
:.:.:. :.:.:.
'~~~~l thing for practically every- ning Session Student As- ~~~;~
~j~~ one. sembly) or 447-3139 (Gradu- j~~
:::=:: ate Stu.d'ent Assembly) for . ::::~-.:.:.: ::::.:
~ ~:.:.:. further 1·nformation as to :::::..:.:.: ~ ~ll~ .:.:-:
:::::: Day Clubs meet Thurs- :.:.:-
~:~=~: meeting times and places of .~~~~
....~ days, 1:00.- 2:40 p.rn. (Club .
~~~~~. Evening .and Graduate ~~~~~:.:.:. Hours) ....~
.:.:~ . :::::::.:.:. aroups. :.:.:.
ili b A W
~« ~x
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InterVarsity Christian Fellowship : 1904 360 P.A.S.
Italian Society 402 S.C.
Jewish Students Alliance 3()2 S.C.
Kings & Queens Society 1402 18th Street
Korean Christian Fellowship 2017 360 P.A.S.
Korean Students Association 311 23rd Street
Latin American Students Organization 1002 23rd Street
, Latin American Youth 1003 23rd Street
Law Society 1907 360 P.A.S.
Lexicon ......•.......................................................................106 S.C.
Malaysian Students Association 1007 23rd Street
Martial Arts Club · 610 23rd Street
Muslim Students Association 961 18th Street
. National Association of Black Accountants : 742 26th Street
Organization of Latin Accounting Students ;. 743 26th Street
Pakistani Students Association...............•· 307 23rd Street
Phi Beta Sigma Society 1421 23rd Street
Photo~apfiyClub r••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 103 24th Street
Polish Student Organization ~ 2003 360 P.A.S.
Puerto Ricans for Involvement, Development & Enlightenment (P.R.lD.E.)
. .~ ••,..••...•.•...•.•.•••.••~ ••..•..•..•..•• ~ ••••••...... ~ '~....••..• ~~":: ~ •.••....••..••••..••...4q.;3, 5.C.._. .,". .' ." ,.Gr-3duate .' .. .. .. '., ..
R~tail Trade ~iety..~ S14 26th Street Baruch-Cornell MSILR Student Congress
RIghteous Business 303 23rd Street .
Roleplayers' Guild : : : 1008 23rd Street B1a~Graduate Busin~ssStudents Association
Saddharma Cakra Buddhist Organization 1012 23rd Street Chinese Graduate Society
Society for Human Resources Management' .; 424 26th Street Finance & Economic Society
Stagewise ~ 911 23rd Street Graduate Health Care Administration Society
Student Center Progr~~Board (S.C.P.B.) ······~,·············302026 23S,Cd· S Graduate Marketing Group
Student Parent ASSOCIation .. r treet
Student Women of Color Network 313 23~d Street Graduate Voice 516. . , .. '
Students for Students 1005 23rd Street
Students Volunteering Services 210 23rd Street
Table Tennis Club........................................................•... 912 23rd Street
Taiwan Students Association 504 26th Street
Beta Alpha Ps i ' ~ 722
Bio-M~ Society :- 4Q4.
Body Building Club 1101
Busmess Journalism & Graphic Arts Society 1008
__ ,~~jlless~to-B~~ess,.Mar~~t.ing Society , 831.
Caribbean Students Association : ~ . 913
Chinese Christian Fellowship 104 24th Street
Chinese Culture Club " 1011 23rd Street
Chinese Student Association 1304 23rd Street
CIAO Baruch 205 23rd Street
Club Caricom 1420 23rd Street
Club India 204 23rd Street
College Science & Technology Entry Program 643 26th Street
Computer & Quantitative Methods Society 431 26th Street
Disabled Students Association ~ 1728 360 P.A.5.
Filipino-American Club 305 23rd Street
Finance & Economics Seeiety~~~~;.~'~..·~.;. 640 26th Street
Foreign Trade Society 825 26th Street
Gamma Rho 19()8 360 P.A.S.
Gay & Lesbian Alliance 1605 23rd Street
German Club 1255 18th Street
, "Golden Key ........................................................•............ 1814 360 P.A.S.
Gospel Chorus 1307 23rd Street
Haitian Cultural Society 207 23rd Street
Hellenic 'Heritage Society 1004 23rd Street
Hellenic Society 1001 23rd Street
Helpline 1716 360 P.A.S.
Hispanic Society 3()1 B S.C.
Hong Kong Students Association ~ 209 23rd Street
Indian International Club 1322 23rd Street
International Assoc. of Students in Eco, and Com. Sciences (A.lE.S.E.C~)
.............................................................................................827 26th Street












Accounting Society 506 26th Street
Actuarial Sciences Society 1520 23rd Street
Advertising Society , 826 .'26th Street
African Greek Lettered Council 314 23rd Street,
African Students Association ~ 310 23rd Street
Alpha Phi Delta ·~ <t••••••• 1938 360 P.A.S.
Alpha Phi Zeta ~ u •••••••• 1926 360 P.A.S.
American Marketing Association ~.829 26th Street·
American Society 1924 360 P.A.S.
~~~~~D~~~~~·S~d~~~·A~~~i;ti~~)·~:::~:::::~.~ ~ i~i~ §~=~
Asian Students Association 203 23rd Street
Association of Collegiate Entrepreneurs (ACE) 1.537 18th Street






















1. "I was an accounting major,
but now it's marketing."
2. "Why didn't they ten me that
before?"
3. "1,1hQuld have graduated last
. semester, but.:."
4. "We .ha·ve·'a radio station?"
5. f:I ain't eating atPapa .sam's!"
·6."Th;;~'s'a-stuaen.t ~iiter?jj----- ... "
7; "Where'~ room303?"
8. "1 said, ,lgo to Baruch,!'"
9. "Baruch... B-A-R-U-C-H."
10. "This school.sucks,"
ate as quickly as possible. You can't
really faul t the guy for that.
The president of student govern-
ment is named Simon Herelle. Herelle
won a tough election last May, so give
the gUy some. respect..He is the presi-'
dent. The head honcho. The winner.
He's in charge. He's got the top spot.
You get the idea..
There are also a slew ofvice presi-
dents in this College. The ones for
students to remember are Daphne
Leroy of student government -and ..
Samuel Johnson of Student Develop-
ment. All the others will sound just
about the same to you, and if you ·can
tell them apart, you've got a lot going
for you and you might consider joining
a newspaper. This one, preferably.
Can you spell?
However, the Conference as a whole .
did provide "winning strategies" for I. '
personal and professional growth..
In continuing with the tradition of
. beingoneofthemostoutstandingclubs
onthe BaruchCollegecampus, s}JRM's
Fan calendar is filled with events on
currentissuesinHumanResourceMan-
agement such as Sexual Harassment,
'\-.,;'- -.Jrce Diversity, The American
with ~)iSabilities Act (ADA) legislation
and AIDS in the Workplace. The Orga-
nization will also sponser-a-Canned-
Food Drive. Everyone isinvited to stop
by the September 10thStudent Orien-
tation at the .. 26th St. building, Rm.
528,and pick up. a calendar o(events.
first semester in any college, you Pay
the discount which is 96 percent
higher t lar -rate in 1990.
But a . your last semester
fr eally. I mean it. Come
ing. And CUNY would
ne e it back. The state is too
norable for that..Ask anyone with a
egents Scholarship.
College pfficials
The College President's name is
Mikhail, oh no, wait, Matthew
Goldstein. He's a Baruch alumnus
with a degree in statistics. He's start-
inghis second year here, but he's really
gotten a feel for what's going on. He
knows what affects students, Like club
hours. And representation. But all in
all, you'll find that he has one thing on
his mind- getting students to gradu-
L "I'm an accounting major."
2. "Eighteenth Street is so far."
3. "Can we get into Gramercy
Park"?"
4. "Where's the cafeteria?"
5. "Let's go to Papa Sam's."
6. "Where's the student center?"
7..~P9J,~_~v~ tc? J:"~J~~,rnY hand 6?g6
,. to the bathroom?"
8. "Do I have to pay to join a club?"
9. "My next class is in five hours. I
think I'll study."
10. "This school sucks."
Freshmen Say...
Las Vegas
Members of·S.H.R.M. at their Las Vegas June Convention
which dealt with the role of human
resources in organizational change, fo- .
cused upon management helping their
employees to fit into the new organiza-
'tionso that they may achievea Senseof. . . .
purpose. Lastly, another- addressed
the fact that. if companies want to be
successful after the recession, their
human resources mustbe rebuilt. This
can be achieved by revising the reward
system, complete and on-going com-
munication and ensuring that leader-
shipis visible' and accessible•.
Other highlights included visits to
world famous hotels and casinos like
Caesar'sPalace, The Mirage andShow-
boat where students gambled and lost.
•In
the day. Just stand In' front of an
elevator and hope the doors open
quickly. Don't bother with the video
screens-- it's a diversion,
.At 18 Street, you're on your own,
bro. One bit ofadvice- walk down-
stairs, no matter what floor you're
Rest and Relaxation
Despite whatyou maybe .








Well, it's not really that bad, but
one word of caution- about one out of
every 30 books in the CUNY+ system is
actually at Baruch. The rest are in
other branches ofCUNY, which is why
you'll find that many students buy a
token and head up to 68 Street when-
. ever they're doing research.. That's
Hunter College, folks.
A more practical solution is going
to the Mid Manhattan Library at 40
Street and Fifth Avenue. It's got just
about whatever you'll need, except vid-
eotapes. If you'd rather see the movie
than read the book, I suggest Block-
"buster.
Tuition
Tuition at CUNY is easy to figure
out. Ifyou've been to CUNYbefore, you
pay the regular rate, which is over
eighty percent higher than the regular
rate in 1990. If, however, this is your
~
t
in the development of more effective
student chapters and to refine their
leadership, organizational skills, inter-
viewing skills, and job search tech-
niques. There was also the honoring of
the studentchapters with special honor
being made by Michael Losey, Presi-
dent and CEO ( Chief Executive Of-
ficer) of SHRM, to the Baruch College
Chapter for being both a 1992 Superior
MeritAward winner and one ofthe best
in the nation.
The remainder of the Conference
featured sessions on Management by
Responsibility, Humor in the Work-
place, The 1990 Immigration Act, Re-
sponding to Downsizing and
Outplacement, Affirmative Action
Approaches to Managing Workforce
Diversity, Telecommuting and others.
The role of human resources in the
midst of'the recession was.emphasize.d.
For example, "The Bringing of Com-
passionandAccountabilityto theWork-
place" session addressed the fact that
employers and employees no longer
have a social contract that emphasizes
monetarygreedingettingahead. ·Since
, money is-·rapidly becoming a scarce
. commodity, the 90's theme ofvalueand
sensitivity was stressed. This includes
the need for employees to find greater
meaning and value in their work, -em-
ployers tocreate opportunitiesfor their
employees toimpactdecisionsthathave
a positive effect on the company andfor
both to have goodrelations, Another
Weicollle to Baruch, Enjoy your Stay
S.H.R.M. Rocks
By Rafael A..,Olmeda
Attention Freshmen- get used to
the following conversation:







You'll be- having this conversation
about 378 times per semester during
the five and a halfyears you are in this
school.
What? You thought college was
only four years? Ha ha ha ha ha.
You've obviously neverheardofBaruch.
Here we specialize in the unauthorized
six-year deg:ree, thanks to ~t time
semesters, full-time jobs, and no time
to study. Thi nkaboutit-you'llstill be
in school while your ivy league friends
have graduated and landed $40,000
jobs.
Welcome to Baruch College.
Consider this your primer, your
unsolicited but highly practical guide
to survival on our, uh, whatayacallit,
oh yeah, campus.
Elevators
By now" you've noticed our little
elevator problem. Each building has
.its own Peculra:rrtie·s.·A~26·StTeet,trY
not to gawk at the long line in the thin
hallway, or it will get longer as you
watch. Don't worry, your professors
are not going to mark you late, but try
walking to the fourth floor, will ya?'




While most New Yorkers.were prob-
ably still asleep or arriving horne after
an all-nighte:r,members of the Society
for Human Resource Management
(SHRM); Baruch College Student
Chapter were rudely awakened by the
most powerful earthquake to hit Cali-
fornia in 40 years. This earthquake
which occurred on Sunday, June 28
measured 7.4 on the Richter scale and
was also felt in Las Vegas, Nevada
where SHRM: members were attending
their NationaJ Organization's 44th Con-
ference and Exposition. The Confer-
ence which took place at the Las Vegas
Convention Center from Sunday June
28 to Wednesday July 1 1992 was at-
tended by over 6000 Human Resource
professionals. Also in attendance,were
practitioners, exhibitors,' guests
. and students.
Thefirst day's feature wasthe open-
ing ceremonies With the keynote
speakerbeingGeri Jewell. Ms. Jewell,
who is better known for her role as
cousin Geri on NBC's "The Facts of
Life," spoke on the th{!me "Living,
Learning an.d Laughi~ Today's
World: A Celebration of Abilities." A
victim of cerebral palsy, she empha-
sized that her disability has never pre-
vented her from pursuing that which
she. desired and that differences and
diversity emich. In addition, a special
student confe-rence was held. The pur-
pose ofwhich was to help the students
someone thinks they cannot ago, and how he changed the
handle pregnancy or. giving way the world thinks about
birth. But ifyou really want to God without advocating the
fight abortion,' don't make it change of a single governmen-
criminal. You can only get rid tallaw. Howclidhedoit? Love
of this practice by eliminating people. Persuade them, not by
its need. Don't tell anyone con- denying them-a choice, but by
sidering an abortion to give .respecting theirability.tocome
the baby up for adoption- . to the right decision. Maybe
promise to adopt the child or they will agree with you.
help herfind someone who will. Maybe they won't.
Remember a certain man Just leave the judging to the
who lived nearly 2,000 years God you profess to follow.
\BEW~RE OF CLINTON MID GORE-NO EXPERIENCE
IN FOREIGN AFFAIRS'
(Herblock is on vacation)
The only other option is to
allow people the legal rightand
freedom to come to the realiza-
tion that abortion is a horrible
practice that must be elimi-
nated. And ifthat means some
people will not come to the same
conclusion you cometo, then, .
welcome' to America.
This shouldn't be offensive
to those who believe in a God
who is saddened each time a
pregnancy is ended because
no difference between a com-
mon abortion and an abortion
in' a rape case, which by the
way is extremely rare. So to
say the woman has the right in
a rape case, because it's not
murder, but she does not have
the right· in other cases, be- .
cause it is murder, rings of
hypocrisy.
Hypocrisy or callousness? If





(Herblock is on vacation)
Continued from Page 8
country that happened to con-
trol the Republican platform
committee, would. deny a
woman in. those situations the
righrto make that decision for
herself. For the majority of
Americans, however, abortion
in these cases is acceptable.
So what makes it less than
murder in these cases? From a





~ on uSlon '. ~o ' .
.... ,Contirwedfrompage9 For the Republicans, abor-lower income earners that this, he Will raise taxes like a more than just bomb countries
~ If Americans, being notori- tion may be a major dividing could be used to pay for good moderate should do. Ev- and puke in Japan. Strongmously diligent in their voting issue in the election even health insurance. eryone would be covered, even economic and political pro-
or- habits the past 12 years, also though the debate over the is- Market forces are the reason SpotandTweetie. How Clinton grams need to be pushed
~ cheektheboxon their mSform, . suewas abortedfrom the party for, the rising costs of health will do thisis another-story itself. through Congress.
~ the~udgetwill be 1?PJanced by platform 'and its "proponents care. Supply and demand, Considering that health care President Bush can't keep
E the time Halleys comearetums, silenced at the <'convention. George. As people age, they costs rise at triple the rate of blaming a Democratic Con-
~ Clinton and the nemocrats There are many pro-choice re- inflation, that Canada, who we gress for his domestic failures.
5r want to raise taxes ttl reducethe' publicanswilling tojump ship. consider a weaker nation eco- There have been many minor-
en budget. Only-on the very'~hAndif that were not enough, "The party that nomically, has full coverage for ity party presidents who were
though; $200,000 .and over.' fhePresident uses abortion as all its citizens, that most ofthe able to pass progressive legis-
With that broad a tax base to an Issue but Barbara Bush solves this issue Western European nationspro- lation through a majority con-
use, the budget should be bal- claims it should never be ene." vide national health care a' la trolled Congress. Ifhe doesn't
. anced by tbe time the Mes- The Democrats favor an al-. • . ofcoverage for carte, shouldn't we be relieved know who the last one was, all
siah returns.· together different position.. ofthis burdenand it's economi- he need do is look at an old
The bloated budget is not They believe everyone has a allAmericans cally catastrophic potential? Reagan-Bush bumper stick~r.
the' only issue which both par- fundamental right to choose This is no small issue With a For Clinton to win, he needs
ties 'are so clearly divi-ded on. and that government should will be discussed work-force of 75 million baby to convince 'voters he is
Abortion is another major and not interfere in the lives and boomers facing degenerative not the ghost of Jimmy
critical issue. reproductive choices women in much the health conditions as they Carter, among other things.
The Democrats favor popu- make. Does that ideology rapidly age. Carter's stigma of high taxes,
lationcontrol whiletheRepu~- sound familiar? same way The party that solves this 'spending, unemployment and
Iicans do not want future· Clinton is personally opposed issue ofcoverage for all Ameri- inflation will be harder to shed
Einstein's, Reverend King's or to abortion. But this doesn't Roosevelt's cans will be discussed in much than Roseanne Arnold's
even, God forbid, a next Bush matter since he claims he isfor the same way Roosevelt's "New weight. Only a steady diet of
to be aborted. , a woman's fundamental right "New Dealers" Dealers" are discussed today. moderate causes, fiscal re-
President Bush favors abor- tochoose. Heisstaunchlypro- Whether politically opposed or straint and progressive
tion only under three cases: choice. Isn't that convenient. are discussed in favor of the "New Deal," leadership, can convince voters
rape, incest and presidential "Tve fallen, 1 can't get up. I wouldn'titbeamotivatingfac- and Reagan democrats to
grandchildren, He has per- can't even pay the damn hospi- today." tor for both parties to be known elect Clinton
sonally been firmly and tal bill." This issue is equally as the Congress who, literally If you are still confused on
strongly opposed to abortion divided by both Parties. Presi- and figuratively, solved the where Clinton and President
since. taking the Vice Presi- dent Bush, like Jefferson, become more dependant on nationsills? The election may Bush,DemocratsandRepubli-
dential oath of office. His"U" wants to seemarketforces push good health care that is not hinge on this. cans alike stand, well don't
turn to the pro-life side was down costs. No government cheapand notalwaysavailable. If President Bush wants to worry. Just keep reading this
. faster than an Iraqi Jet~ intervention. Butifre-elected, Clinton favors a national keep his drapes forthe Oval column, because, they to






311 West 57th Street
Between 8th and 9th Avenues
, ~
The somewhat bourgeoisbunch bores cr
. ;J!\
party goers who are used. to a more CD .
. . .....-
crazy and carefree crowd like that of -0
Shelter. Le Bar Bat's crowd moves to ~
Welcome back Baruch! Ifyou think commercial dance music, reggae and~
there wasn't too much fun in the sun hip-hop. The crowd (a mixture ofdawn ~
this summer.jbe clubscene didn't Sizzle of the dreads and unsoulful out-of- <i5'
either. Parties were here one night, townersris even as commercial as the en
, .
gone the next and there really wasn't DJ. (J)
anyplace new that made you say 'I Th~ best part of Le Bar Bat is the~
gotta go, I gottago, I gotta go!' t up, The classy layout is filled CD
The exception for. most hard- eral bar and seating areas. So, ~
club goers was Saturday nig 's ance floor. gets too close for ~
ter. sensatio.n. It's stil •..o . 't••wa1• comfortyou can escape upstairs. Musi- ~
around. There' . utoo clans occasionally warm the crowd on ~
for this Ie those of the main level with room to chill and ~
yo t helter's ultra chat. you can also cool outon the upper N
..~l!'".-til1-you·drop atmo- level with a drink and a date.
r Bat. maybe for you. You'll know you're at one of Pierre
otersPierre, Gilbert, Romeoand arid Gilbert's parties 'cause the guest-
borahinviteyouto Le BarBat 'every list line at the front door will be longer
Saturday night. Doors open at 10 p.m. than the regular one. I have to give it
.and admission is $10. The promoters to. those brothers 'cause they can al-
started their Saturday night dance ways dependon word-of-mouth tocatch
party at The Madison, the onset of up to their latest hot spots. They move
summer; however by July it moved to their partiesat the drop ofa hat, so try
the" Classier 1£ Bar Bat. this one out for size and see how it fits.
•••On TheClubTlp
I) R I :'\ ell) I _ I·~ S () ,f" S () L' :\ I) R I·~ 'I" I R 1-: .\ \ 1·::\ I . I~' v I·~ S 1 I ~. c:
/
/
. The Fashienable members of The Retail Trade Society.
followed by its second, "Fashion Tales"
this time at the Red Zone, and its most
recent to date, "Fashion Folio,"atMTV's
new dance" floor and trendiest. night
spot, The LimeLight. The show, held
on April 3, was jam packed, with an
audience ofapproximatelysixhundred,
three - quarters otwhich consisted of
BaruchStudents andfaculty members.
With a new andexcitingexecutive
boardwhich includes, Dahlia Nicholson
-StudentAdvisor, Kenneth Mullaney-
President, jessica Yushimoto- 'Vice
President, and Karen .Clifton ...: Vice
President for Promotions.' .:'
The Retail Trade Societyinvites all
,.. ~
majors and new members to attend its
meetings on Thursdays' during.sclub
hours in room 814 East 26 Street;'or





~ By Dahlia Nicolson
~ As the-fall semester commences,
a) the officers and members of the Retail
Q:; Trade society, begin another year of.
.0 exciting activities, starting with plans
~ to offer interesting and educational
a speaker programs hosted by some of
(J!, the top executives in the Retail and'
Sales industry. Those ·included are
Bloomingdale's,. Macy's, The..Gapand
Footlocker. Also.full - time and part-
time job opportunities in Retail arid
.Sales are being negotiated for mem-
berswhoqualify. Internshipsopportu-·
nities are also being negotiated at
present.
_. RetailTrade Society is byno means
just another club. It boasts a tradition
of successful fashion shows beginning
with its First Annual Fashion Show"
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Even ifyou're not counting the~rs to
retirement, you can count on TIAA:CREF
to help you build the future you d~ve- -
with flexible retirement and tax-dekrred
annuity plans, a diverse portfolio ~vest­
ment choices. and a record of pers~al
service that spans 75 years. "t',~:
Over a million people in ed ucation and
research put TIAA-CREF at the t~iof .
their list for retirement planning. W)ay not
jointhe ?·
Call today and learn how sirnple i! is
to build a secure tomorrow when you
have time and TIAA":'CREF working on
your side.
.......










C a n't afford to save for retirement?The truth is, you can't afford not to.
Not when you realize that your retirement
can last 20 to 30 years or more. You'll want
to live at least as comfortably then as you
do now. And that takes planning.
By starting to save now, you can take
advantage of tax-defer-ral and give your
money time to compound and grow.
Consider this: set aside j~st $100 each
month beginning at age 30 and you can
a~cumflc~.teover $192,539* by the ti~/e
you reach age 6,5..' But wait ten years and
you'll have to budget $227each month
to reach the same goal.
Hnsuring the future
for those who shape it.SM
,.)
IRONICALL~THE TIME TO SfAlT
SAVING FOR RE IS WHEN IT
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.
.~ UI i.IIJNutnde ttl7.5*~h TlNt Retirelllelllh..uih.u TIHJ nJle iJaid~ ttl__ tIJeptIfHT-t/ledttlI»~ u- r .,.~;;"e"atu.,,'O
~1JIaY~~ CREP~M'eNIIiJ""W,~TJM-C1U!Fr~.-rlltl!filgtj...Js..uw. .




















SPRING BREAK '93- SELL TRIPS,
EARN CASH & GO FREEr! ! !
Students Travel Services is now
hiring campus representatives.
Ski packages also available.
Call 1(800) 648-4849
~.
Work on your own! Earn Cash,
FREETRIPS, and more!! -
Openinqs available to promote
our SPRINGand WINTERpackages.





Padre .Island, Jamaica, Daytona and
Or1ardo. Best programs available
ANYWHERE ...earn cash, free tros,
plus more. You handle sales, We will
haoole bookkeeping. Can for more
infonnatoo 1(800)222-4432 9:00AM -
5:00PM
• • •
ticipatingin itS events is a great way to
develop new friendshi ps, enhance your
leadership skills, establish corporate
contacts and most of all, to have fun!
But if you would like to learn more
about Golden Key, our first general
meeting will be on Sept 10, 1992 at the
Globus Lounge,rm 1704, 360 PAS at
1:00 p.m. If you are unable to attend,
please keep in mind that GK meetings
are held every Thursday in room 1814,
360 PAS, during club hours. For fur-
ther information you may contactDean
Ron Aaron at (212) 447-3500 Bar
Bat311 West 57th Street
. Between 8th and 9th Avenues'Ou or
visit the Student Development Office
at 360 Park Avenue South in room
1702.
We urge everyone to take advan-
tage of this opportunity to join or take
partin this dynamic organization. Hope




; If you need help in Coli. Algbr. -
! Precetc-Calculus-Stats-Probablity-
! Finite & Discrete math-Physics-
; Chemistry-French-Span-German-
I Span comm.corres. & export
I
proced-GMAT &GRE prep - I offer




"We pursued the highest ideals and
goals in the execution and completion
of our activities, projects and duties
because we strove to go beyond our
peers and predecessors in making our
activities more meaningful, more rep-
.resentative ofthe community we serve
and more enjoyable. Our chapter was
able to return to the student and the
community the best possible product of
the students... with this motivation,
this drive for the best results, we could
not fail; even ifwe fall short, our accom-
plishments would still be at a high
level' of excellence." .
This was the reason that the
Baruch chapter of the Gol den Key Na-
tional Honor Society was awarded a
"Key Chapter" award at the 1992 Na-
tional Convention in Scottsdale, Ari-
zona. What an outstanding achieve-
ment, considering that it was attained
the first year after winning the "Best
New Chapter" award in 1991. We are
very proud to have been recognized on
the national level for two consecutive
years since our chapter at Baruch was
chartered in 1990.
The Golden Key National Honor
Society is a non profit academic honors
organization. It was founded at Geor-
gia State University on November 29,
1977. The society has 180 chapters ( 22
in the Northeast) from coast to coast,
over 350,000 lifetime members, 4,200
honorary members and has awarded
over $ 700,000 in scholarships. These
numbers are growing each year.
The purpose of Golden Key is to:
• Recognize and encourage scho-
lastic achievement and excellence in
all fields of undergraduate study.
• Unite with collegiate faculties
and administrators in developing and
maintaining high standards of educa-
tion.
• Provide economic assistance to
outstanding members through annual
scholarships.
• Promote scholastic achievement
and altruistic conduct through volun-
tary service.
• Meet new people and have fun
Some of the programs that we take
part in are Golden Keys "Best of
America" Alcohol and DrugAbuse Pre-
vention Program directed at children
and our Literacy Program, developed
by our chapter last year. We also par-
ticipate in the regional and national
conventions which are the highlights
of Golden Key's year!
Joining GK (Golden Key) or par-
Afr-ican Senate,
Latest Club at Baruch
Getting Keyed Up- About Go-lden Key
L to R: Anthoula Katsimatides-Exec. V.P. , Chrisoula Papoutsakis-Pres.,
Lonalne Marie Corcoran-Northeast Regional Director, Dean Ron Aaron-
~
Assls. Dean of Students
By Michen~ayne thropists ofvarious backgrounds,
The Baruch African Students Sen- The first event held by BASS was a
ate is a new club on campus. It's goal: forum on the Rodney King verdict last
To unify Baruch Students of African semester. The forum attracted an eth-
descent through political, economic,ana nically diverse audience that interacted
educational upliftment as well as em- with the panelists in a meaningful dia-
powennent. logue about the issue of racism in our
This new club known as BASS, society. BASS plans to organize simi-
erected during African American His- lareffortsin the future, where students
tory Month 1992 by student leaders of can take full advantage of the ethnic
African descent. The idea for this club diversities that exist on our campus.
stems as far b'a'~ as 1990, when a Also to have genuine understanding of
student of African descent formed each others culteral and ethnic differ-
Umoja (a Swahili word meani ng ences.Suchaneffortisthekeytounder-
"unity"). Also in 1990 Umojaorganized standing each other in this society.
African History Month and scheduled The second event held by BASS was
the appearance of Jesse Jackson in" an inauguration recepfion and cer-
April. Since then', the effort has been to .emony. The speakers were: Baruch
bringtogether the many diversities that AIumnaState SenatorAda Smith, City
exists among African people. CouncilRepresentativefrorn Brooklyn,
BASS was primarilyfonned to coor- Una Clarke and Baruch's Vice Presi-
dinateAfricanArnerican HistoryMonth dent forStudent Development, Samuel
(Black History Month) each year. The Johnson Jr:
club will also' be organizing a fund Currently, Baruch's ethnic clubs
-raising drive to establish a fund for seldom work With each other on mean-
scholarships, textbooks and tuition ex- ingful events. Usually, we seek each
hibitions for students of African de- other out primarily for sponsorships or
scent on campus. The fundraising ef- funding purposes. BASS will be seek-
forts we will attempt to tap African ing all clubs to work together on issues
. Amencan entrepreneurs, businesses, that affect us as students.




























on the money. It has a funky instru-
mental introduction, that falls into a
thum pin' bass line. The remix isjust
enough to make youmove toDASEFX's
rolling rap style. The remix and LP
version of."Mic Checka" both get props.
Also, look out for the slammin' cut
"Jussumen"
Innovative, unique and definitely
dope, DAS EFX is all tl--:',->,: and more.




SirnplyDope~Tell your friends cause
here comes DAS EFX. Their "burn-
skiddily-bum-skiddily-burn" has taken
them to a new plateau of unique rap.
With a style all of their own, they keep
their raw image "straight from the
sewer" (you can see that from their
music videos). Nevertheless) everyone
was sayingr'I'hey Want EFX" this sum-
mer. Most recently, anyone with a
radio has probably heard their- follow-
up smash) "Mic Checka." ,
You'll definitely nod your head to
this slarnmin' single. It's-one ofthe best
cuts on the album and keeps DASEFX
unmatched. These brothers rhyme like
no one in the hip-hop scene and keep
their lyrical content on point. Accord-
ing to DAS EFX, they "shakes 'em up
and down like the Dow Jones Average")
are "Saturday Night liver than Joe
Piscopo" and "know more kids than
Bebe". Thisisjusta taste oftheir crazy)
catchy and creative work.
The remix to "Mic Checka" is also
.-.
This summer, we were blessed With mer" and "Big Time", have other songs ~
hits from HOUSE OF PAIN'S "Jump on the album that are even better. N
Around" and Me SEARCH'S "Here It When the movie "Say Anything" was
Comes") which has been receiving non- releas . -1989) Gabriel's "In Your
stop air play. But what happens next . second chance, but still
summer? Are we still going to_~~. i e the total recognition it
these songs? Remember~..)1· . The title track from Shaking
year.'s hit? DOn)t.he&i'"' no he Tree) teams YOUSSOU N'DOUR
do you? We " and with Gabriel once again, adding some
pIa' . Til . low, are great South African harmony mixed
rlttl~on t you mayor may with Gabriel's synthesized-style. .
~MlW",~rd) simply because radio Finally) There's BREATHE.:Ibis
\nl••,~rniSs like Z·100 and WPW, which British band has released two albums)
leader with a mysterious past. Th( caters to mainstream America) plays Hands To Heaven and Peace OfMind.
film is a good comeback for Redford, music that satisfies the contemporary- From the first al bum, "Hands to
after his last movie) "Havana", flopped. pop audience. So after reading this you Heaven" and "How Can I Fall?" were
Also starring is Oscar winner Sidney might want to check them out and hits, but other singles like "All This I
Poitier as Crease with a CIA back- expand your taste. Who knows you Should Have Known", "Won't You Come
ground. Dan Aykroyd plays Mother) might even appreciate the change. Back?" and "Liberties of Love", should
who is paranoid towards government Ifyou like Jazz fusion with a bit of have been released back in 1987 with
agencies to the point which is comical. reggae and a touch of rock, then check the other two hits. From their last
David Strathairn who plays Whistler, out STING)s solo collection. Dream Of album) "Say A Prayer" and "Does She
is the most creative and exciting of the "The Blue Turtles, Nothing Like The Love That Man?" were released and
cast. He is handicapped, but by his Sun and Soul Cages) are loaded with received some air play) but unfortu-
perforrnance he's "handi-capable." great performances from the former nately the rest of the album somehow
Whistler's deductive reasoning appear Police member. Some samples incl ude, got lost in the radio station shuffie. Say
tomaketheothermembersseemhanm- "Consider Me Gone") "Sister Moon" and A Prayer has likeable hits) such as
capped. Mary Mcfronnell who plays "Mad About You", respectively from "Where Angels Fear"and "WithoutYour
Liz, Bishop's ex-wife) holds her own is each album. Now, if your not familiar Love". The whole album offers fantas-
this Boys Club cast. Ben Kingsley) who with Sting's music since the breakup of tic listening pleasure. However, don't
plays a really convincing villain named the Police) then you're in for a change. expectto find any poli tical messages in
Cosmo, uses human need and desire as His lyrics are more political and less their music, their style is more like love
his weapon-leading him to optimum romantic) but somehow he manages to conquers all.
gain: And finally, River Phoenix is carry his message thru his seductive It is a shame that there are very few
Carl) the junior member of the crew. voice and music. radio stations in this city that spin
Phoenix's character seemedoutofplace Another artist that has been pro- alternative music; and even then) their
in this film with his adolescence point du ci ng quality music is PETER selections are limited. So when you get
of view. GABRIEL. So and Shaking The"Tree, tired listening to the same type ofmu-
All in all.if'you wanttoget out and . areCfr's that arealsoworththe invest- _ sic over and over again) just go over to
see a movie that's worth the money and mente Like Sting, Gabriel's songs are any record store 'that..has a Iargemusi- ."
filled with an Oscar winning cast) then political) and also done so smoothly cal selection and pick one of these al-
see "Sneakers". It's entertaining) hu- that one has to pay attention to the burns up. Remember there is always
morous, suspenseful and why not! words and put aside the melody to something differen t out there that
appreciate the message. So which was might seem old) but it will definitely be
originally released the summerof1986 new to you. Until next time...
and produced hits like "Sledgehain-
everhe gets to do some vampire slaying
ofhis own. As far as Perry is concerned,
his appearance was not needed in the
movie, but to attract those 90210 fans
into the theater) perhaps.
Pee Wee Herman's role as the vam-
pire leader's sidekick) was promising.
Herman shows off his talent with all
the nagging he does in this film.
What I disliked the most) was the
end. When the head vampire is killed)
itseerned too easy. During the school's
"informal" prom party, where Swanson
wears .this awful looking dress) she
stabs and kills the head vampire, and
then rides off into the sunset, with
Perry) on his motorcycle.
But the most amazing situation) is
that the townspeople are not aware of
the disappearances of the teenagers
who become vampires. The only people
who actually know and do something
about it are Buffy and the 90210 hunk.
By Geneen McCauley
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.PLUS MORE MOVIE AND RECORD R~VlEWS, .
By Kathryn Garcia
"Huffy the Vampire Slayer" is a
return to the never ending cycle of
movies about vampires, how they kill
and how they are killed. Kristy
Swanson (Buffy), is a valley girl who
"like" all she does is hang around with
her friends at the shopping malls and
"like"workhardatcheerleading. Buffy
becomes "the chosen one" for this mis-
sion ofvampire slayingbecause ofsome
weird dreams.
Even though) the movie makes no
sense during some scenes, it is funny.
Swanson is perfect as the vampire
'slayer, but as a cheerleader... not! She"
couldn't keep a beat ifit hit her on the
head. Her 'athletic look makes up for
her lack of rhythm and makes it seem
ifshe coul d really kick some blood suck-
ing behind.
In "Buffy" Luke Perry plays a
drunken cool guy, the same character
he plays on Beverly Hills 90210. How-
"Sneakers" the new release from
Universal Pictures) directed by Phil
Alden Robinson ("Field of Dreams"),
stars Robert Redford) Sidney Poitier,
River Phoenix (who are together again
after "Little Nikita")) Dan Aykroyd,
Ben Kingsley) Daniel Strathairn and
Mary McDonnell.
The film's plot is about a shady
«, group ofhigh-tech security experts) who
agree to take -on the securi ty job of a
life-time. "Sneakers" has more twist
and turns than the Coney Island Cy-
clone. It also has so many movie going
elements; such as revenge) suspense,
intrigue) humor and action, that if
you're one who likes to figure out the
ending before it happens, then keep
your eyes glued to the screen, because
you just might miss the opportuni ty to
solve this mystery.
For a PG-13 rating it gave one all
the adul t stimuli one needs) with less of
the profanity. "Sneakers" is a full 120
minutes of movie that will hold your
. interest for the whole time.
"Sneakers" has a really fun and
energetic cast. Though the characters
are quite diversified, their chemistry
works well together. Robert Redford























FUL FREE TO STOP BY AT OUR STUDIO IN THE BASEMENT OF
/ THE 360 PARK AVENUE SOUTH BUILDING
(near the bookstore).
. '






































You have no where to go to this the laser show is worth the trip. The ~
weekend and you want to have some Hayden Planetarium which is located ~
fun. Well I have a few places that have . on 81st street and Central Park West~
been extremely busy this summer and has laser shows on Friday and Satur- co
happen to attract a young and happen- day nights only. Show times are 7,8:30 3
ing kind of crowd. and 10 p.m. and the entrance is along ~
The first, is a place that many ofyou the 82 St. side with ample -parking 50
have heard of before, the Hayden Plan- space. ....r.
etariurn. But don't go there for the After -anetarium your next ~
regular exhibit that NBC's AI Raker stop et something to eat. N
happens to narrate, go for the first ever Y two things; go down
3D laser show in the world. For $8.5 '\1 d hit Pizzeria Uno's or
and an hour an halfof laser ente .. ourhungeratFujiyarnaMama.
ment you can sit back~,el s is a restaurant that has to be
your complimentary~ visited -at least once. But after your
you listen to so e , d first visit, you'll want to go back. If
Zepplin and w any times you've neverhad sushi before the whole
that I' here seems to be atmosphere will get you so drunk with
a ng. Regulars like it's tacky music blaring in the back-
to ack and light up, even ground, white cloth covered decor and
tho rnoking is prohibited in the flashy lights (only when there's a birth-
theater. However, if the scent of day in the house), that once those cute
"Herbs" don't really bother you, then little fish rolls are placed underneath
your nose, you'll be brave enough to try
it. At Fujiyama Mama, the appetizers
range from chicken fried in batter to
shrimp fried in coconut and have extra-
terrestrial names like E.T. and V.F.O.
(which is kind of odd considering that
I
the decor does not resemble anything
out of Space Odyssey 2000). For an
average of$6 bucks, you get a nice size
portion. Now for the entree, it can be a
bi t pricey for a college studentliving on
a tight budget, but the food is definitely
worth the try. Thedamageisaoout$15
dollars a~ must be completed with
some saki (rice wine). Located on 467
Columbus Avenue between W.est 82nd
and 83rd Streets, Fujiyama Mama is
open 7 days a week 6 p.m, to Midnight,
your cold hard cash and American Ex-
press win be gladly accepted.
And finally, ifyou have some change
left over in your pocket or have any
other major credit card (excep t Diner),
thenbeaddowntown to59GrandStreet,
between Broadway and Wooster. In
the heart of Soho you'll find the very
busy and comfortable Lucky Strike.
You'll know the place by two indica-
tions. The first, is a huge Lucky Strike
sign (like the one on the cigarette box)
that hangs over the entrance. The
other, IS a place that is always packed.
When you enter this lively, jumpin'
bar/restaurant, you'll be squeezed (the
women will be probably pinched) into a
crowd of happy dancing maniacs. On
the weekends there's a DJ that spins
all types of music from funk to reggae
(which isquite nice because It attracts
a diversified bunch). Now I must warn
you about something, and that is the
rest rooms. They are not your regular
type, with the male and female signs on
the doors and located in some obscure
area. The two bathrooms are located
between the dance and eating areas
and either guy or girl can use it. The
wholeideaofpsingapublicjohndoesn't
exactly thrill me, especially when
there's a shady looking Plexiglass that
sort of divides these communal bath-
rooms. Mysuggestion? Go to the bath- ::>
room before you get there. But if you
happen to drink up a storm, then you
won't care what the bathroom is like.
Other than the above mentioned, the ~
food is served with a touch ofrosemary
and dijon seasoning, giving traditional
chicken and steak dinners a mouth-
watering-savor. Like Fujiyama~
the price is the same, but the menu is
limited. Lucky Strike is open seven
days a week. Lunch is served from
Noon to 4 p.m. and dinner from 4 p.m,
to 4 a.m.
Well my fellow Baruehians, I've
given you some pretty good sugges-
tions. All oftheabove placeswill accept
casual attire and the restaurants may
ask for ID (depending upon their mood
and how young you look). So go out
there and have some fun.
Junior_
-h'"
To become a peer assistant
Clip the coupon below.















Student peer assistants playa vital role in helping students
at Baruch succeed. By serving as freshman seminar leaders," _
Helpline peer counselors, peer advisors in curricular guidance or stu-
dent health assistants. student peer assistants have the opportunity
to offer advice and encouragement while discussing such topics as
academic and nonacademic opportunities, planning a course of




















Ac s ie Panasrouliasco b
Student Center.
137 E<lst 22nd si., Room 106
or call 387-1170.
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Thursday, September 17, 1992
1:15 - 2:30pm
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